Lineage compartments in Drosophila Seth S. Blair
Like many other tissues, the appendages and body wall of adult Drosophila are patterned during a period of intense cell proliferation. The ectoderm in the head and thorax of adult Drosophila is formed from epithelial invaginations, termed imaginal discs, that are set aside during embryonic development. During the three larval instars each disc grows from tens to tens of thousands of cells. Proliferation is not spatially restricted, and the cell lineages that form specific tissues within the epithelia of the appendages are largely random. Many tissue-specific decisions and cell lineages are not fixed until just prior to overt differentiation of the respective tissues. Thus, most ectodermal cells remain pluripotent until quite late in development, and cell-cell interactions play a critical role in the final choice between alternative fates.
The 'compartmental' lineage restrictions are, however, striking exceptions to this rule. As first defined by Garcia-Bellido and his co-workers, compartments are domains between which cells cannot mix. The progeny of single cells in imaginal discs, commonly marked using mitotic recombination, normally form coherent 'clones' (Figure 1 ). While cell migration and intermixing with neighboring cells is limited, clone boundaries are normally irregular and non-stereotyped. At compartmental boundaries, however, clones end at fixed anatomical positions and do not intermingle with cells of the other compartment.
In a sense, the lineage compartments of Drosophila epithelia are an extreme form of a very common theme in developing The formation of boundary cells may be the main reason for having compartments. What makes the boundary cells so critical is that they secrete short and long-range morphogens that organize developmental patterning in most -but not all -parts of the disc. Cells get a rough idea of their distance from the compartment boundary by detecting the levels of morphogen. Thus, the stability of compartmental lineage restrictions provides a simple, elegant system that guarantees the proper placement of these boundary signals.
The simplest example of such a system is the Hedgehog (Hh) signaling from the posterior to the anterior compartment, which specifies boundary cells on the anterior side of the A/P boundary (Figure 2A Of course, the situation could be even more complex, with simultaneous compartmentspecific and boundary-specific affinity systems. Here we are hurt by the paucity of any molecular data. So far, only one molecule has been identified that is thought to play some role in compartment-specific cell affinity. Capricious is a transmembrane protein previously identified for its role in nerve-muscle recognition. And yet, even at later stages of development, selector gene expression can be altered, and the lineage restriction can be changed. For instance, during the regeneration of disc tissue that has been surgically or genetically removed, the compartmental lineage restrictions are lost and then reformed. This is puzzling, as it means that the stable inheritance of the embryonic state of selector expression is not the only way of establishing compartmental domains within the disc. Does this also mean that a regenerating imaginal disc can recapitulate the patterning that occurs within the much smaller embryonic segment? Perhaps, although it is unclear how the gap and pair-rule genes of the segmentation cascade could work in the quite different cellular context of an imaginal disc.
However, the existence of compartmental cell affinities provides a possible alternative explanation. During regeneration cells might randomly lose or gain selector gene expression, and thus compartment-specific and boundary-specific cell affinities. As long as this occurred within a small enough region, cells that had regained similar affinities might be able to sort together, reforming the two compartments. After cell proliferation the result would look like spatially patterned gene expression, but in fact would result from random gene expression and regulated cell affinities. Or to put it another way, the same mechanisms that maintain the spatial coherence of compartments during normal development might just be capable of reforming compartments under duress.
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